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Abstract: Herein, molecular layer deposition is used to form
a nanoscale “zircone” protective layer on Li metal to achieve
stable and long life Li metal anodes. The zircone-coated Li
metal shows enhanced air stability, electrochemical perfor-
mance and high rate capability in symmetrical cell testing.
Moreover, as a proof of concept, the protected Li anode is used
in a next-generation Li-O2 battery system and is shown to
extend the lifetime by over 10-fold compared to the batteries
with untreated Li metal. Furthermore, in-situ synchrotron X-
ray absorption spectroscopy is used for the first time to study an
artificial SEI on Li metal, revealing the electrochemical
stability and lithiation of the zircone film. This work exem-
plifies significant progress towards the development and
understanding of MLD thin films for high performance next-
generation batteries.

Li metal anodes have recently gathered significant interest
due to their high specific capacity (3860 mAhg@1) and low
electrochemical potential (@3.04 V vs. standard hydrogen
electrode). The use of Li metal as an anode material is
required for several next-generation energy storage systems
such as Li-S and Li-O2 batteries. However, the unstable solid-
electrolyte interphase (SEI),[1] large volume fluctuations,[2]

and dendrite growth[3] have caused serious safety concerns
and inhibited the commercialization of Li metal batteries. The
formation of inhomogeneous SEI components on the surface
of Li metal can cause non-uniform Li-ion flux, leading to
uneven Li plating/stripping and eventual dendrite growth.
Moreover, the low Coulombic efficiency of Li metal anodes
can often be attributed to the formation of inactive Li
deposits, which leads to large voltage polarizations and cell
failure. Therefore, the Li metal anode must be stabilized to
achieve long life and safe Li metal batteries.

Various strategies have been proposed to stabilize the Li
metal anode, including the development of 3D hosts,[4]

electrolyte additives,[5] and artificial protection layers.[6]

Among them, atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular
layer deposition (MLD) have been shown to be excellent gas-
phase thin film deposition techniques due to their ability to
precisely control film thickness and composition at the atomic
level.[7] The self-limiting reaction mechanisms involved in
MLD are ideal for the fabrication of artificial SEI layers
which can prevent side reactions between Li metal and
electrolyte, thus improving Coulombic efficiency and cycling
stability.

Herein, we demonstrate the application of MLD zircone
on Li metal for high performance Li metal batteries. The
zircone coating shows significantly improved rate capability
and cycling performance compared to previously developed
ALD/MLD coatings, and the stability is demonstrated in
a next-generation Li-O2 battery system. Moreover, we utilize
in situ X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) for the
first time to analyze the SEI on a Li metal surface, showing
the electrochemical stability and lithiation of the zircone
coating on Li metal. This work will provide new insight into
the development of nanoscale interfacial coatings for Li metal
and demonstrates new techniques for the analysis of protec-
tion coatings on a Li metal surface.

Figure 1A shows an illustration of the deposited MLD
zircone film on a Li metal anode. The metalcone coating was
deposited at 130 88C using alternating pulses of zirconium tert-
butoxide and ethylene glycol according to previous reports.[8]

In this study, the thickness of the nanoscale interfacial
coatings were tuned by the number of MLD subcycles (10,
25, 50 cycles) and denoted as Li@10ZrEG, Li@25ZrEG, and
Li@50ZrEG, respectively. The deposition of MLD zircone on
Li metal was initially confirmed by time-of-flight mass
spectrometry depth profiling (ToF-SIMs), as seen in Fig-
ure 1B. In the near surface region there is a high concen-
tration of organic CH@ species from the ethylene glycol
organic bridging ligands attached to the zirconium metal
center. Moreover, ZrCOH@ fragments can be detected, which
is consistent with the structure of MLD zircone. As the
sputtering time increases, the plateaus associated with
ZrCOH@ and CH@ begin to drop off, indicating the interface
between the zircone coating and Li metal has been reached.
In addition, the concentration of Li@ species increases with
sputtering time, which indicates the presence of an artificial
thin film coating on the outer surface. Furthermore, the
chemical ion species images are displayed in Figure 1D and
confirms that the bulk Li had been reached by the end of the
tested sputtering time. The sputtering rate of & 0.25 nms@1
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corresponds to a zircone coating of approximately 5 nm thick,
which is in line with the previously reported literature on
MLD zircone growth rates in this temperature regime.[8, 9]

Air stability and processability are also important factors
to consider for the design of practical Li metal batteries.[10]

The reactive nature of Li metal under ambient conditions
causes serious safety concerns and can lead to the formation
of undesirable interfacial reaction products that can degrade
electrochemical performance. Therefore, the fabrication of Li
metal anodes with improved air-stability are greatly desired
for the scale-up and mass production of Li metal batteries.
The air stability of zircone-coated Li metal was compared to
the untreated Li metal, as displayed in Figure 1C. It can be
seen that the untreated Li metal quickly oxidizes and reacts
with components such as CO2, N2, H2O, and O2 present in the
ambient atmosphere. Without any pretreatment, the bare Li
metal is unsuitable for manufacturing outside a glovebox.
However, the zircone-coated Li metal shows significant
enhancement in air stability, with little tarnish being visible
until approximately 6 h of exposure. The electronic structure
of the zircone coating was also explored through analysis of
the Zr L3-edge XANES spectra before and after exposure to
air for &2 h (Figure S1). The peaks of the Zr L3-edge spectra
correspond to the 2p!4d transition where the spectral shapes
are affected by the density of unoccupied 4d states. Thus, any
change in the bonding structure of the zircone coating after
air exposure would lead to significant changes in the
electronic transitions and spectral features. After 2 h of air
exposure at a pressure of 10 torr, little difference can be found
in the Zr L3 features, suggesting good chemical stability
towards components in the air. Moreover, it has been
previously indicated that in contrast to MLD alucone, zircone

is more air stable, which can explain its improved perfor-
mance as a physical and chemical barrier for Li metal
anodes.[8, 11]

To understand the effects of the number of MLD zircone
cycles on the electrochemical performance, symmetrical Li k
Li and Cu kLi cells were fabricated. The Coulombic efficien-
cies of cells with zircone coatings were found to be
significantly improved over those using bare Cu as the
anode, regardless of the number of coating cycles (Figure S2).
An average Coulombic efficiency as high as 97.7% was
achieved over the first 80 cycles for the protected anodes,
whereas the bare Cu cells displayed an average Coulombic
efficiency of 96.7 % before undergoing rapid performance
degradation. However, the difference in electrochemical
performance of the zircone coatings becomes more apparent
when conducting Li kLi symmetrical cell tests. Figure S3
displays the cycling performance of the zircone-coated Li
metal symmetric cells at a current density of 3 mAcm@2 with
a capacity of 1 mAhcm@2 in carbonate-based electrolyte. It
quickly becomes apparent that the electrochemical perfor-
mance of the protected Li metal anodes is far superior to that
of the bare Li metal with greatly extended cycle life at a high
current density. The best electrochemical performance is
achieved with 25 cycles of MLD zircone, which is capable of
over 200 cycles with minimal increase in overpotential and
improved stability. It is likely that 25 cycles of zircone is
enough to achieve a complete and uniform protective coating
on the Li metal surface, whereas the impedance related to
charge transfer across the interface begins to increase with
further MLD cycles. In contrast, the bare Li cells begin to
show a significant increase in overpotential by 50 cycles and
begin short-circuiting after approximately 70 cycles.

The electrochemical performance of the Li@25ZrEG
electrode was further probed at high current densities of 3 and
5 mAcm@2 (Figure 2A,B). It can be seen that in the initial
stages of cycling, the symmetrical cells with Li@25ZrEG show
higher overpotential compared to those with bare Li. The
larger overpotential likely arises from the charge transfer
barrier at the interface between Li metal and the electrolyte.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that although the overpotential is
slightly higher, it has prolonged stability and lifetime.
Furthermore, the Li@25ZrEG was pushed to a higher current
density of 5 mA cm@2. Similarly, the overpotential is higher for
the coated Li metal in the initial stages but the prolonged
cycling stability is far superior to the bare Li metal. The
voltage profiles at the 10th, 50th and 100th cycles are displayed
in Figure S4. The voltage profiles further indicate the stable
plating/stripping behavior of Li@25ZrEG with minimal
increase in overpotential. The peak overpotential of
Li@25ZrEG can be seen to increase from & 180 to
& 195 mV during the 10th to 100th cycle at 3 mAcm@2, and
a small decrease in overpotential is observed in the same
region when cycled at 5 mAcm@2 after the initial stabilization
cycles. In contrast, the bare Li cells undergo a much more
rapid increase in overpotential compared to the protected Li,
and the voltage profiles eventually become erratic due to
dendritic Li formation. The gradual increase in overpotential
during cycling may also indicate a tortuous pathway for Li ion
diffusion caused by dead Li formation.[12] Moreover, the

Figure 1. A) Illustration of a protective zircone coating on a Li metal
anode. B) ToF-SIMs depth profiling of MLD zircone on Li metal and
D) chemical ion images for ZrCOH@ , Li@ , and CH@ species. C) Optical
images of bare Li and zircone-coated Li metal after exposure to air at
different time intervals.
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ability of MLD zircone to operate at such high current
densities is unmatched compared to other ALD/MLD-
protected Li metal anodes including ZrO2 and alucone
(Figure S5).

The stabilizing effect of the zircone coating is further
proven by in situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(Figure 2C,D). It can be seen that the overall impedance of
the bare Li symmetrical cells cycled at 3 mAcm@2 continu-
ously decrease from the 1st to 10th cycle without reaching
a stabilized value. It is likely that the Li metal is unable to
accommodate the strong Li+ flux at such a high current
density, which results in high surface area dendrite formation
and a lower overall impedance. While lower impedances may
be good for rate capability, it may also indicate significant side
reactions with the electrolyte and surface instability, even-
tually leading to quicker cell failure. Alternatively, the cells
assembled with Li@25ZrEG show a larger initial SEI
resistance, which supports the larger overpotential observed
in symmetrical cell cycling. However, it can be seen that the
SEI and surface of the zircone-coated Li metal can be
completely stabilized by the 3rd cycle, where little change in
the overall impedance is observed in the following cycles. The
results of the EIS measurements further support the ability of
zircone to stabilize the Li metal surface at high current
densities.

The surface morphology of the bare and protected Li
metal anodes were further analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). It can be seen that the fabrication of
Li@25ZrEG has little effect on the initial surface morphology

of the Li surface compared to the pristine Li anode (Fig-
ure S6). However, after 30 cycles, the bare Li controls display
significant dead Li formation on the surface with large cracks
revealing a porous interior (Figure 3 A,C). The non-uniform

Li ion flux to the surface of the unprotected Li may cause
poor nucleation and inhomogeneous plating, leading to lower
cycling efficiency and inactive Li deposits. Nevertheless, the
zircone-protected Li metal shows a significant improvement
in Li deposit uniformity and structural integrity (Fig-
ure 3B,D). Few cracks are observed in the Li@25ZrEG
electrode and no dendrites are found, even at a high current
density of 3 mAcm@2. These results indicate that the zircone
coating cannot only improve the mechanical integrity of the
Li metal interface, but also increase Coulombic efficiency and
enable uniform Li ion flux across the surface. Moreover, these
results are further confirmed by the cross-sectional SEM
images, where a significant dead Li layer (& 40 um) is
observed on the bare Li anode (Figure 3E) and only a thin
passivating layer can be seen on the Li@25ZrEG electrode
(Figure 3F).

Synchrotron-based in situ XAS is a powerful technique
that utilizes a highly collimated X-ray beam to probe the
density of unoccupied electronic states in atoms through
excitation of core level electrons. While in-situ based XAS
experiments for the study of battery materials and interfaces
have become more popular in recent years,[13] the technique
has yet to be applied for the study of the Li metal interface.
The high flux and ability of synchrotron radiation to probe the
local electronic structure of crystalline and amorphous

Figure 2. A) Li symmetrical cell cycling at a current density of
3 mAcm@2 and B) 5 mAcm@2. C) EIS measurements of the bare Li
symmetrical cell taken over the first 10 cycles and D) EIS measure-
ments of the symmetrical cells with Li@25ZrEG taken over the first 10
cycles. All EIS measurements were conducted after cycling at a current
density of 3 mAcm@2.

Figure 3. SEM images of bare Li and Li@25ZrEG electrodes after 30
cycles. A) Top view image of bare Li metal and C) magnified region.
B) Top view image of Li@25ZrEG and D) magnified region. E) and
F) cross-section SEM images of bare Li metal and Li@25ZrEG electro-
des after 30 cycles, respectively.
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materials at the atomic level makes it ideal for the analysis of
interfacial coatings on Li metal. Here, we utilize in-situ
XANES to study the Zr K-edge of MLD zircone on Li metal
during the initial Li plating in a quasi-symmetric cell. A
modified coin cell with a viewing port sealed by Kapton tape
was utilized to enable X-rays to penetrate through the Li
metal to the anode/electrolyte interface where the zircone
film was present on one side of the quasi-symmetric cell
(Figure 4A). The initial state of the zircone coating on
a Al2O3 wafer and Li metal can be seen in Figure S7 A. The
coating on different substrates share similar features to
various phases of crystalline ZrO2, where the white line is
split into two peaks and the ratio between them can be related
to the coordination and bond length in the local Zr environ-
ment.[14]

However, it is evident that the electronic structure of the
zircone is different depending on the substrate. On Al2O3, the
Zr K-edge spectra displays a pre-edge feature starting at
& 17996 eV corresponding to a distortion of the local Zr
structure which is related to the presence of non-centrosym-
metric site symmetry. In contrast, the zircone coating on Li
metal shows the absence of this pre-edge feature and the
formation of a more prominent secondary white line peak
(peak B) located at & 18 027 eV. It is likely that at some point
after coating of the Li metal, the film becomes partially
lithiated causing the observed change in the local electronic
structure of Zr. Moreover, the average oxidation state of the
Zr atoms on Li metal is found to be approximately 3.5+, which
may be a result of the partial electron withdrawing ability of
the organic ligands and different molecular crosslinking
structures between metal atoms (Figure S7 B). Further lith-
iation of the zircone coating on Li metal was observed in-situ
during electrochemical cycling. Upon applying a constant
current of 0.5 mAcm@2 and directing Li flux towards the
coated Li anode, no significant change in the edge jump
position can be observed, which suggests that the Zr center
remains in an oxidized state and is not electrochemically

reduced (Figure 4B). However, the ratio between peaks A
and B undergo subtle changes during the lithiation process.
Shortly after the lithiation begins, the ratio of peaks B:A
increase from& 1.01 to 1.06. This change may be attributed to
the distortion of the Zr local environment caused by Li
transport through the film. The gradual nature of the change
in the spectral features likely suggests that the film is initially
subject to inhomogeneous chemical lithiation and the non-
lithiated regions of the film become activated with continued
Li plating. Moreover, it has been previously reported that the
doublet white line feature observed in some Zr species
becomes more pronounced with increasing Zr@O bond
length, which could indicate uptake of Li in this instance.[15]

This type of phenomenon can be supported by FEFF9
modelling of the lithiation of a similar Li2ZrO3 structure
(Figure S8), in which Li insertion into the delithiated lattice
causes a similar trend where the ratio of peaks B:A increase
with further lithiation.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of MLD zircone for real
applications, Li-O2 full cells were assembled with
Li@25ZrEG and a N-doped carbon nanotube/carbon paper
composite cathode. Figure 5A and 5B present the full cell
performances of Li-O2 batteries with the protected and
unprotected Li anodes, respectively. It quickly becomes
evident that the batteries with Li@25ZrEG have significantly
enhanced electrochemical stability and lifetime. Li-O2 bat-
teries suffer from dendritic Li formation, side-reactions with
electrolyte, and oxygen species crossover which form high
impedance Li2O and LiOH layers on the surface of Li metal.
Thus, it is expected that the zircone-coated Li can improve the
stability and cycle life of Li-O2 batteries based off previous air
stability tests. The Li-O2 system with a Li@25ZrEG anode
shows outstanding stability for over 500 h with little change in
voltage polarization (Figure 5C,D). In contrast, the cell with
bare Li is unstable and suffers from micro-short circuiting in
less than 50 h. The high performance of the Li-O2 batteries
with zircone-protected Li metal can be supported by the

Figure 4. A) Image depicting the setup used to study the MLD zircone coating via in-situ XAS. B) In-situ Zr K-edge XANES during the first
lithiation subcycle of the Li@25ZrEG electrode in a quasi symmetrical cell setup (Li@25ZrEGkLi). The inset image depicts the relative intensity
ratio of peaks B/A. The voltage profile and corresponding points of measurement are displayed on the right.
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ability of the coating to improve the air stability of the anode,
which is a necessity to achieve long-life metal air batteries.

In conclusion, Li metal treated with MLD zircone shows
enhanced electrochemical stability and cycle life. The nano-
scale coating not only shows significantly improved electro-
chemical performances over previous ALD/MLD coatings,
but also acts as a physical/chemical barrier against O2, making
it suitable for Li-O2 batteries. Moreover, in situ XAS was used
for the first time to study an artificial SEI layer on Li metal,
and the electrochemical stability and lithiation of MLD
zircone was explored. These findings provide significant
advancements in electrochemical performance, processabil-
ity, and understanding of the effects of MLD coatings for high
performance next-generation batteries.
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